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A. The CAR SIU is charged with monitoring the efforts of the SCs to
control fraud. A biennial evaluation of each SC’s SIU is conducted to
examine the overall SIU operation and quality of investigations.
File Selection and Review
B. A random sample of approximately 25 voluntary and ceded referrals
from the SIU Quarterly Activity Log pertaining to claims or
underwriting is selected. Files are reviewed to determine the ability
of the staff to recognize potentially fraudulent claims and the quality
of the SIU investigations. In addition, CAR reviews the accuracy of
the savings reported to CAR. An examination of the effectiveness of
the carriers’ fraud screening and the SIU referral process has been
incorporated into the biennial Claims Reviews. Cases will be
evaluated on the quality of investigation, timeliness of investigation,
resolution, statutory requirements, and accuracy of savings.
The evaluation of savings is based on the Saved Amount reported in
the claims activity log. The Saved Amount reported for physical
damage losses should be based upon the appraisal. Property Damage
savings should also be based on the appraisal. If there is no appraisal
available, the current reserve should be reported as the Saved Amount.
PIP savings should be based on the total amount of medical bills less
any cost containment results and should be reported as the Saved
Amount. If there were no medical bills submitted, the current reserve
should be reported as the Saved Amount. Bodily Injury savings and
the reported Saved Amount should be based on the settlement
evaluation referenced in Section A.6.a.-f. of Standard II: Bodily Injury
& Uninsured/Underinsured Motorist.
C. Rule 10 requires that the SC’s SIU investigate suspicious
circumstances surrounding underwriting, rating and premium issues.
Also that a claim shall not be investigated by the SIU solely on the
basis that the claim arises from a ceded policy. Additionally, Rule
10.C. requires the SC to conduct an audit of a representative sample
of policies to verify garaging and policy facts. The completed audit
reports verifying garaging and policy facts conducted by the SC shall
be emailed to siulog@commauto.com at the end of each quarter and
no later than the 15th of the following month. The SIU relevant
components are included in the Commercial Claims Performance
Standards Report and SIU Evaluation. This report is considered by the
Compliance and Operations Committee upon completion.

